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County Survey
Finding a site

Finding a site or tetrad to survey
There are two ways for you to obtain a 4 km2 (tetrad) to survey. You can either
select your own site or tetrad to survey, or contact your regional co-ordinator
to obtain a tetrad to survey.
Select your own site:
1.

Go to https://www.streetmap.co.uk and enter a postcode, grid reference or local
town or village to get to your area of interest

2.

On zoom control on the right hand side, click on the fourth tab up from the
bottom, this will give you an OS 1:50,000 map

3.

Click on 'move arrow' to go to the area of interest on the map

Select your own site (1)
4.

Once the arrow is on your point of interest click on 'Click here to
convert coordinates‘.

5.

The Nat Grid will give you the six figure and ten figure grid reference
of your point of interest.

6.

Note the six figure grid reference.

The 6-figure grid reference is:
SU652415

Select your own site (2)
7.

Once you have a six figure grid reference, please contact the regional
co-ordinator at:
hantsdormousesurvey@gmail.com

8.

The regional co-ordinator will be able to advise as to whether a survey
is already underway in the tetrad you have selected, or whether there
are existing dormouse records in the vicinity

9.

In addition they will be able to
advise where your grid reference
falls within the tetrad so if you
are unable to survey in one area
you may be able to survey
elsewhere within the tetrad.

Contact the Regional Co-ordinator for a site
1.

Please contact the regional co-ordinator at:
hantsdormousesurvey@gmail.com

2.

The regional co-ordinator will be able to provide you with a 1 km
square in which to survey, possibly with landowner contact details.

3.

In addition they will be able to
advise where your grid reference
falls within the tetrad so if you
are unable to survey in one area
you may be able to survey
elsewhere within the tetrad.

Finding a tetrad (2)
Whichever method you have followed to identify your area of interest, you
will have ended up with a six figure grid reference. In the example, this
identifies the woodland approximately 2km north west of the village of
Bentworth.

The 6-figure grid reference is:

SU652415

Finding a site (4)
With the help of the regional co-ordinator you have now identified your tetrad
of interest.
The aim now is to find the optimal area in which to survey for dormice and
where landowner permission can be obtained.

Finding a site (5)
You have just been to look at the woodland that you identified but, on a closer
check, it did not appear suitable for dormice. Or, perhaps you were unable to
secure landowner permission to survey it. But driving out of the village you
think that that the hedgerows marked might be an ideal place to survey for
dormice – you might have been talking to a local farmer and they have even
suggested it. This looks like a good place to survey.

Now you just need landowner
permission

